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018 presented record global construction equipment sales driven
by major infrastructure projects in emerging markets as well as a
boom in residential work in the US and Europe. As a result of this you
may have seen in the local press that we posted our best results in over a
decade and saw a healthy increase in both UK and overseas sales.
The positive market conditions continued into the first quarter of 2019
with a strong first quarter as a result of many of our customer’s stock
piling equipment ahead of the planned Brexit departure. However, as we
moved into Q2 and passed the half year point, the reduced number of new
equipment sales into the market combined with Brexit uncertainty has
driven a short term slowdown in market sales.
There are still a significant number of high value infrastructure projects in
Britain which will generate demand for construction equipment and inject
some market activity in the next 12 months.
The outlook for the future still remains positive and our focus as a business
still remains firmly on staying close to our customers and continuing to
deliver high quality innovative products that lead the market, making the
lives of our customers safer and more productive!
In our latest version of the Scoop magazine you will be able to read up on
how well the launch of our new GT series went down a ‘storm’ at Plantworx,
be introduced to our new business development director who is tasked with
finding ways to achieve our aggressive growth plans, as well as getting an
update on all of our Miller initiatives such as the important Better Health at
Work Scheme.

Keith Miller

Image at Plantworx 2019, Peterborough, UK.
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MILLER TOUCH ON NEW GROUND AT
PLANTWORX

ames Ross, who has recently joined the
team as Miller’s Business Development
Director commented, “Plantworx was the
perfect venue to launch our brand new Miller
GT Series range; it’s a very hands-on exhibition
and despite the weather conditions, the flow
of traffic onto our stand continued throughout
the three days and visitors were able to see the
latest GT quick couplers in action for themselves.”

The 4th biennial Plantworx Construction Exhibition, hosted by the CEA (Construction Equipment Association).

T

he Miller GT Series heralds a new era of
unrivalled power and cutting-edge intelligent
coupler technology increasing job site
safety, machine versatility and productivity. The
latest Miller GT coupler delivers the safest, lightest,
lowest, yet strongest class leading quick coupler
in the marketplace. Easy to operate and far lighter
and stronger than any other quick hitch coupler, this
attachment optimises the machines’ performance.
Miller GT series also offers an ISO 13031 compliant
novel locking system, designed to ensure that the
widest set of OEM pin pickups are safely attached
all from the comfort and security of your cab.

T

T

he 4th biennial Plantworx Construction
Exhibition, hosted by the CEA (Construction
Equipment Association) event took place in
June at its brand new home at the East of England
Arena in Peterborough. In true Plantworx tradition, the
weather at the show was biblical and it poured down
with rain for most of the three days. However, despite
the wet conditions, the show saw positive visitor
numbers from hardy construction professionals who
donned their waterproofs!

he innovative ‘Ground Touch (GT)’ quick
coupler series features a revolutionary
intelligent coupler sensor connect system,
which will only allow attachment change
process to commence when the attachment
is safely placed on the ground, and not for the
first time sees Miller leading the way in going
above and beyond legislative requirements.

M

B

iller’s latest series of fully hydraulic
quick couplers suitable for excavators
from 1-50 tonne allows operators of all
sizes of excavators to switch seamlessly between
attachments. Miller’s philosophy is to always try to
ensure that their customers have the most advanced
attachment products in the market and the latest
Miller quick coupler range is testament to this.

Image at Plantworx 2019, Peterborough, UK.

D

uring the show, the spotlight was firmly on
earthmoving attachments manufacturer, Miller
UK who showcased the latest in quick coupler
innovation – the GT Series.
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arry Robison, Miller UK’s marketing manager
said, “We’ve unveiled something special at
Plantworx. The new GT series is set to bring
innovation to the excavator industry like never
before. We strongly believe that coupler technology
has a key role to play in improving the operator
experience; making on-site operations safer,
more convenient and capable of withstanding the
most challenging working environments”. When
asked about the success of the show for Miller he
added, “As Miller continue to focus on increasing
their market share and strengthening their brand
awareness and presence, the reaction and interest
to our products at our stand was very positive.”
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MILLER UK APPOINTS NEW BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Following a strong period of expansion plans and greater ambitions on the horizon to extend the
company’s product portfolio and worldwide presence, there is no better time than to welcome a
new business development director to the business, James Ross.

“There was an instant spark when
I first met the executives at Miller;
I understood their ambition and
the journey that they have taken
to achieve such success. They are
so passionate about delivering
the best service and products and
getting them into the hands of
people in the construction
industry so I’m excited to be an
integral part of that.”
“Now with more than ten weeks under my belt,
I’ve had a very productive start
meeting a wide demographic of
customers in the UK which has given me the
ability to understand and slice through this
large market and appreciate the buzz and
optimism for the future,” he said.
James joins Miller with a strong
technological background and has a degree
in business & finance as well as a diplomas in
both mechanical engineering and
various other engineering disciplines. Along
with James’s strong passion for engineering,
he brings with him years of experience in
growing businesses, strengthening
corporations and aligning them with the needs
of the customer.

Another of Millers’ priorities is its presence
across the world. Since his posting, James has
already travelled to Germany to visit the Bauma
show as well as spending two weeks in Australia
to take part in the Diesel, Dirt & Turf Expo. James
commented “Our focus will be on making sure that
we are close to our customers and that means
enhancing our global footprint and continuing to
invest in R&D".
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nother of Millers’ priorities is its
presence across the world. Since his
posting, James has already travelled
to Germany to visit the Bauma show as
well as spending two weeks in Australia
to take part in the Diesel, Dirt & Turf Expo.
“Our focus will be on making sure that
we are close to our customers and that
means enhancing our global footprint and
continuing to invest in R&D. The GT Series
is just one of a range of products that our
customers can expect systematically in
the coming years. The innovative ‘Ground
Touch (GT)’ quick coupler series feature
a revolutionary intelligent coupler sensor
connect system, which will only allow
attachment change process to commence
when the attachment is safely placed on
the ground, which demonstrates Miller
leading the way and going above and
beyond legislative requirements. We as a
company will continue to make the lives
of our customers safer and more effective
by providing market leading attachments
and therefore maintaining our position
as industry innovators,” said James.
“We have quite an aggressive growth target,”
Chris Parkin, Miller's Chief Operating Officer
stated. “We call it 50 in 5 to reflect a target of
£50m turnover in 5 years. To reach that level
of turnover in that period of time, there was
a recognition that we needed more top-level
resource to come in, provide guidance, and

help us achieve it. It was also identified that
having a dedicated business development
position would help us utilise our existing
relationships to start exporting more of
our products overseas. In essence, the role
was created to enable Miller to expand.”

F

urther discussing the responsibilities
of the role, Chris added, “James
is going to be the outlet to our
customers. He’s got a very good track
record dealing with big customers, which
is who we’re looking to work with. We
have close relationships with the UK
branches of global manufacturers, and
we’re looking to develop relationships with
their international counterparts. Outside
of growing our UK market share, we’ve
also identified some countries with very
well-established attachment markets
that the role will be focused on entering.”
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Spot the signs that
someone may need
support

MILLER UK REJOINS THE CEA

F

looking to push technology boundaries to
ensure that their products are at the forefront
of safety standards, earth moving efficiency,
durability and value.

Miller UK are proud to supply innovative, high
quality attachment solutions to the world’s
leading earthmoving OEMs, OEM dealers and
the thousands of global excavator end users
from its factory in Northumberland UK. Miller
strongly believes that coupler technology has
a key role to play in improving the operator
experience; making onsite operations safer
and increasing machines productivities.
Innovation is at the core of the companies DNA
and their dedicated R&D team are constantly

Barry Robison Miller UK marketing manager
commented “Miller UK have been ever present
at the CEA Plantworx exhibitions and this year
took the opportunity to exclusively launch its
new range of intelligent quick couplers The GT
Series – fully hydraulic quick coupler range
suitable for excavators from 1-50Tonne. The
new Miller GT quick coupler series with its
innovative GroundTouch technology is set
to bring innovation to the excavator market
like never before and we are looking to draw
upon the wide range of services that the CEA
provides to support our ambitious global
growth targets.”

ollowing a strong period of expansion
and plans for greater ambitions on
the horizon to extend the company’s
product portfolio and worldwide presence,
there is no better time than for Miller UK
to re-join the Construction Equipment
Association.

• Not wanting to talk to or be
with people
• Using alcohol or drugs to cope
with feelings
• Finding it hard to cope with
everyday things
• Not replying to messages or
being distant
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Be a mate
Be the change
www.matesinmind.org

Remember you are not alone.

0800 58 58 58
Call for confidential help on
a range of health and other matters.

INVESTORS IN PEOPLE
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AN INTERVIEW WITH ANNE HANDY
Following her step to Customer Service and Aftersales Manager, we sit down with Anne
Handy as she tells us about her career journey with Miller.

“There’s uniqueness about Miller where talents and
experiences are recognised and taken seriously.”
Anne Handy, Miller UK

How long have you been working for Miller?
2 years
What was your job role when you started?
Customer Service Executive
What is your current job role?
Customer Service & Aftersales Manager
Tell us about your career progression within Miller
I’ve always been very driven, I like a challenge and
enjoy stepping out of my comfort zone. I joined
the customer service team as an executive and
spent the first few months learning the ropes, trying
to get as much knowledge as possible about the
products and the services that we offer. Within time
and after my initial induction training provided by
Miller, my confidence grew. There is always a lot
of support from the senior management team and
when the management position became available
I felt comfortable enough to discuss with senior
management and apply. The transition from executive
to manager has been very smooth and the support
that I’ve received from my colleagues has been
fantastic.
What do you enjoy about working for Miller?
I love being part of team Miller and the friendly happy
atmosphere that we work in. The entire team are

proud of the quality products that we manufacture
and supply to our customers. It’s a forward thinking
organisation and we are all working towards one goal.
The beliefs and cultures from top level are promoted
throughout the business and there are a lot of
incentives such as Better Health at Work and Mates
in Mind which gives us the feeling of importance and
ensures our needs are taken care of.
How does Miller support your career development?
From the beginning of my career at Miller, the
foundations were put in place so to speak. The
induction process was well thought out and helped
me to understand the product range thoroughly which
in turn helped to strengthen what I am part of. I come
from a customer services background, so it’s really
refreshing to see that there is a huge emphasis on
customer care and the importance of the customer
throughout the company which is really valuable to
have this around you when working in a customer
service role.
In addition, Miller has taken the time to recognise
my experience and develop that. I am currently
completing a level 3 Manager’s Diploma with Make
UK, which is helping me to develop my abilities and
performance as a manager which in turn will assist
me to evolve the customer service team.
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THE ROBOTS ARE RELOCATING
There has been a lot of construction work happening behind the
scenes on the factory floor due to expansion, and a new 'clean' area
is currently being created to house the robots in their own dedicated
area. The bucket building facilities will remain in the existing place
and more bays will be created where the robots currently are, giving
the production line more capacity.We are hoping to get this move
completed by December ready for the new year ahead.

Image at Miller HQ, The new GTS Coupler in action.

BETTER HEALTH AT WORK AWARD

THE SCOOP

FREE RE-USABLE WATER BOTTLES, JUICE
AND FRUIT FOR ALL STAFF AT MILLER.

DON'T FORGET YOUR
HEALTH ADVOCATES
To help us promote and support our health and wellbeing campaigns and initiatives, we
have a team of health advocates in place. Our health advocates will not only be your point of
contact for any queries relating to the campaigns, they will also work hard to help us deliver a
positive wellbeing culture in the workplace and beyond.

DAVID MCALLISTER_HEWLINGS

STEPHEN BROWN

“Miller employees are at the core of our success, that’s
why it’s incredibly important to ensure that the
workforce’s health, both mental and physical is of key
importance. We are therefore proud to be part of the
Better Health at Work Award and we will ensure that this
scheme will be a key element in our health and safety
strategy.”
Sophie Joyce,
Quality Health and Safety Manager, Miller UK
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JOHN HOTCHKISS

CLAIRE STEPHENSON

KATRINA NORMAN

TONY HADFIELD
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SUPPORT OF LOCAL BUSINESSES
RECOGNISED BY NORTH EAST CHARITY
Azure Charitable Enterprises Ltd is recognising a number of local businesses
for their loyal support and the impact this has across the charity.

Azure’s Ambassador Awards are being presented to
local businesses in special recognition of each organisation’s commitment to supporting the work of the
charity. Azure Charitable Enterprises has recognised
Miller UK as an Azure Ambassador because Miller UK
has enabled Azure to extend its education and training programmes which are designed to provide real
opportunities for students with special educational
needs or an education, health and care plan to
develop their employability skills.
More importantly still, with the support of Miller UK
and the other recipients of Azure’s

Ambassador Awards that include: Anchor
Hanover, Coca-Cola European Partners, Karbon
Homes, and the Woodhorn Museum – Museums
Northumberland; Azure are now in a position to offer
supported Internships which are designed to prepare
Azure’s students to move into employment.
With the continuing support of their Ambassadors,
Azure hope to extend their education and training
offer futher still, later this year, with the addition of
Apprenticeships – as the charity plans to develop
and extend its Garden Centre in Cramlington and, in
so doing, create more employment for students and

the local community. Azure Chief Executive, Dr Peter
Wilson, explained: “In deciding to contract with Azure,
Miller UK are not only supporting the employment of
more than 270 people, 70 of whom have a disability;
they are also supporting our ability to provide a suite
of specialist education and training programmes
for up to 40 students and our ability to provide care
services to more than 180 people across Northumberland, Tyneside and Wearside each year. In addition,
we also work with more than 500 people a year to find
employment and smaller charities and community
groups who share Azure’s determination to support
people with disabilities.”
Azure and its Ambassadors understand that as local
government funding is cut further and in real terms,
the support provided by our Ambassadors and the
general public is increasingly important to the Charity
and its ability to continue to offer a broad range of

care, education, employment and care services for
people with disabilities. He added, “Miller UK are a
huge regional success story, we love what they do
and how they do it; they share our values and it’s
particularly important to us here at Azure that we
properly mark the contribution they, and our other
Ambassadors, are making to our work across the
region”.
Miller UK company founder, Keith Miller concluded:
“Many people will be aware of the Azure garden
centre in Cramlington but not realise it is, in fact, an
important charity which helps to provide care and
employment for people in the community. As an
essential part of our company values here at Miller,
we are committed to ‘giving something back’. We love
what Azure do for the local community, so whatever
we can do to help the charity’s vision become a reality
the answer is yes!”

NEWS
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MILLER AND MALCOLM PLANT
PARTNERSHIP PAYS OFF
Global attachment specialist Miller UK has secured a major order from Malcolm Construction, a division of
The Malcolm Group headquartered in Glasgow Scotland. The deal will see more than 30 Miller quick coupler
and heavy duty excavator bucket attachments added to Malcolm Plant’s portfolio as part of their 2019
replacement programme for use with their range of brand new excavators (1.5-ton to 22-ton) from the
beginning of August.

The machines will be used on various construction
sites, recycling plants and quarries across the UK.
Originating as a family-owned business in the 1920’s,
The Malcolm Group has become one of the leading
providers of construction, logistics and maintenance
services in the UK. The organisation employs over
2,000 people across the business with turnover in
excess of £200 million.
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Darren Gilmour, Director of Plant said: "The demand
for Miller's products from our customers led to the
start of what has turned into a really successful
partnership between us. Malcolm Plant have been
using Miller hitches and buckets for the past 15-20
years and the level of customer satisfaction that
Miller’s products have delivered over the years has led
to Malcolm Plant ordering Miller products for a vast
majority of its machine requirements. In addition, the
aftersales and customer care from Miller has always
been spot on and this is one of the reasons that we
continue to get our attachments from them.”

Miller’s flexible range of high quality, reliable products
come with outstanding customer service and support,
and it is this combination that has led to Malcolm
Plant becoming loyal advocates of Miller’s services.
“One of the core reasons we use Miller products
because of the increased safety and reliability, this
year Malcolm Plant have purchased Miller full Hardox
450 buckets for all of their excavators from 14 tonne
and above with ESCO hardware. “We have been using
Hardox buckets for the last three to four years and
have seen less repair costs and wear on buckets”,
concluded Darren.
James Ross, Business Development Director at Miller
UK commented, “We are delighted to supply our products to Malcolm Plant. They are building their business on values that we hold dear - quality, reliability
and customer satisfaction. This is an exciting time to
be working closely with such a fast moving group and
we look forward to helping them meet their significant
growth objectives.”

SOCIAL MEDIA
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MILLERGROUNDBREAKING.COM

K E E P U P-T O-D AT E W I T H

Follow our Facebook page @MillerGroundbreaking

SOCIAL MEDIA

A N D M O S T I M P O RTA N T LY....
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CHECK THE TEAM TAKE ON THE GREGG'S
SAUSAGE ROLL CHALLENGE AT:
https://www.facebook.com/MillerGroundbreaking/videos/vb.595461933814612/646492275
760603/?type=2&theater

CHARITY EVENTS
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GIVING A LITTLE BACK...

A NIGHT UNDER THE STARS
Miller have purchased a table at the The Charlie & Carter Foundation 6th Anniversary Ball 'A Night Under The Stars' on 26th October at The Hilton Hotel, Gateshead. The evening will
include a 3 course meal, live band and a DJ. Miller will hold a charity Quiz to give team Miller
a chance to win the tickets with all of the raised money being donated back to The Charlie &
Carter Foundation. Stay tuned on how to pre-register for the Quiz!

CONNECT 25 FOODBANK
A couple of staff visited Connect 25 Foodbank in Byker to deliver our food parcel
which was very kindly donated by team Miller. The food will be used as emergency
food supplies for families in Byker as well as surrounding areas. We would like to
continue to support local foodbanks in and around the area, and would welcome
any donations of non-perishable food to be placed in the bucket outside of the
canteen. Here are some examples of what you can donate:
Tea bags, Coffee, Sugar, Cereal, Tinned Tomatoes/Vegetables/Fish/Meat/Fruit,
Biscuits/Snack Bars, Ketchup, Sponge puddings, Toiletries such as Razors/Shaving Foam/Shampoo/Shower Gel/Deodorants/Toothpaste & Toothbrushes.

AZURE CHARITABLE ENTERPRISES
You may have noticed the beautiful flowers which have been planted around Miller
HQ... these were given to us and planted by the team at Azure Charitable
Enterprises to say thank you for our support of the charity's Landscaping and
Grounds Maintenance business.

CHARITABLE DONATIONS
In addition to the regular contributions to our 2019 chosen charity, Miller have donated to the 2019 Flannery/Amery
Charity Golf Day which was held to raise money for St Basils - a charity for young people in the West Midlands area who
are homeless or at risk of falling into homelessness.
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Miller also made a contribution to the SMT Immingham Walk Your Socks Off event. The challenge was to walk 100,000
steps in a week and the sponsorship money was donated to helping the Guide Dogs learn the special skills they need
as fully qualified guide dogs.

NEWS
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MILLER SHOWCASE NEW MINI
COMPACT COUPLER AT DDT 2019

In addition, visitors to Miller’s stand also had the opportunity browse the Miller product
range, including their latest PowerLatch Tilt coupler. The PowerLatch Tilt coupler delivers up
to 180 degree rotation for 3.5T-20T machines and features a lighter, lower, fully cast body,
offering increased strength and greater machine efficiency capable of withstanding the
most challenging working environments.
“We’re delighted to have had the opportunity to launch the brand new GTS range at DDT
this year,” commented Norm Walsh, Miller Australia’s Sales & Support Manager. “The

response to our new product has been positive and sales enquiries at the show were
exceptionally high.”

E

arthmoving attachments manufacturer, Miller
Australia returned to the National Diesel Dirt
& Turf Expo earlier this month to showcase
their latest quick coupler product innovations.
Over the three days of the show, Miller Australia’s
team welcomed hundreds of visitors to their stand
to see the new Miller GTS Series – the latest, next
generation of revolutionary hydraulic quick couplers
from Miller.
Miller GTS offers a comprehensive range of fully hydraulic quick couplers for compact excavators, from
1.0 to 7.0 tonnes. An evolution in quick coupler safety,
the Miller GTS series boasts the lightest, lowest, yet

strongest Miller quick coupler, offering class-leading
industry compliance and universal tool versatility.
Barry Robison, Miller’s Marketing Manager said, “We
strongly believe that technology has a key role to play
in improving the operator experience; making on-site
operations safer, more convenient and capable of
withstanding the most challenging working environments. DDT was the perfect venue to showcase our
brand new Miller GTS range; the lowest, lightest and
safest compact quick coupler on the marketplace.
Offering operators of mini excavators the widest
multiple range of pick-ups for any attachment within
the same class all from the comfort and security of
the cab.”
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MILLER POWERLATCH TILT IS THE ATTACHMENT
OF CHOICE FOR P&T FANELLI, NSW

P & T Fanelli Excavations recently purchased a 5
tonne Miller PowerLatch 180° Tilt coupler so they
could utilise their Kubota U55-4 excavator to work
on all types of excavation projects including pad,
clearings, dams, subdivisions and drainage. Located
in Mangrove Mountain, a suburb of the central coast
region of New South Wales, P & T Fanelli Excavations
have been running for the past 20 years. Operating
on the coast from Mooney Mooney, Brooklyn to
Cessnock and Newcastle they are specialists in
professional excavation services.
Ben Fanelli, who is an owner/operator of this family
run business commented, “I’m so impressed by the
performance of the PowerLatch Tilt coupler, the 180°
tilt functionality has given me much greater flexibility
on site. The hitch is light but incredibly strong and we

have found that we benefit from exceptional digging
power and there is no strain under breakout even at
90°. He added, “It’s made a huge difference to me
day-to-day and has changed the way I work on site as
it’s much more versatile. With its fully cast, slimline,
cylinder-free design, the new PowerLatch Tilt coupler
is ideal for working with the narrowest of attachments
for all manner of tasks, from channel clearing and
grading to house building without having to worry
about damaging external rams or cylinders.”

to invest in costly new attachments” he also added,
“Miller have managed to deliver the lightest tilt frame
in the marketplace with the lowest profile to offer
optimised breakout force whilst increasing strength in
traditionally highly stressed areas. Furthermore, the top
bolted attachment method removes a notoriously troublesome welded connection seen in a number of other
tilt couplers available on the market, which makes it the
ideal choice for P&T Fanelli Excavations.”

Norm Walsh, Miller Australia’s Sales and Support
Manager commented, “Tilt couplers, like the Miller
PowerLatch Coupler allows attachments, whether
that’s a bucket, breaker or grapple, to be rotated up
to 180 degrees, giving operators much greater power
and versatility on site than ever before without having
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MILLER UK LAUNCH THEIR NEW AND EXCITING

he GT range features the lightest, lowest
profile, innovative fully cast body shell capable
of withstanding all working environments
and our simple effective design encompasses
significantly fewer components than before, reducing
service intervals and keeping repair and maintenance
costs down. This in turn delivers increased
productivity and working uptime for clients.

RANGE OF GT QUICK COUPLERS FOR EXCAVATORS

T

he GTS range is designed for excavators
from 1-5 tonne operates via a sliding ram and
has an ISO 13031 compliant plunger to the
rear which gives you full ISO control. So even with
a hydraulic failure the coupler is still fully locked on,
making this an extremely safe system for operatives.
The GTX is designed for machines from 6 tonne up
to 50 tonne and has a clever pendulum based ISO
locking system featuring a nitrogen filled pressurised
cylinder – the same technology that is relied upon
for aircraft landing gear, which again even with a
hydraulic failure the coupler is still fully locked on.

T

M

iller UK invited HUB-4 along to their
production facility in Northumberland
to take a more detailed look at the new
range of GTS & GTX Couplers. As the inventors of
the world’s first ever fully automatic coupler, twinlock and fully casted PowerLatch Miller UK has
been setting the standard globally. With current
annual sales of 13,000 couplers and 6,000 buckets
Miller are set to take the market by storm with
this new range of GT Quick Couplers offering for
the first time a fully hydraulic quick coupler for
excavators from one tonne right up to 50 tonne.

W

e caught up with Barry Robison, Marketing
Manager and Stephen Brown, Operations
Director who gave us a product demo
and tour. Stephen started by explaining about the

he GT product line features heat-treated highgrade steel designed to guarantee its strength
and help eliminate weak points to enhance
durability in high stress operations. Its low-profile
design delivers a shorter pin to point measurement
which in turn delivers maximum breakout force for
greater productivity and efficiency and offers the
lowest pin to point offset in the market with up to 23%
reduction in pin to point offset against existing ranges.

new GT range “This new GT range features our
brand new GroundTouch system, an additional
safety feature meaning that an operator can only
initiate the attachment change process when the
attachment is safely placed on the ground. This
innovative GroundTouch pressure system prevents
operators from misuse or accidentally releasing
attachments, going above and beyond legislative
requirements for ground worker safety. We have
had a lot of customer feedback of how happy
they have been with this GroundTouch system as
with current systems there tends to be a lot of
complacency that can occur when changing the
attachments and our new system standardises
the procedure and ensures that the operator to go
through a set series of procedures to change the
attachment keeping things completely safe. “

B
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arry commented “Both the GTS and GTX have
been through extensive and rigorous design
testing at our new R&D facility. We have
designed multi-cycle testing on our own rigs for all
the elements that make up the coupler, including the
frame, the internals, cylinders, latches, and control
switch. The frames are FEA and strain gauge tested,
the cylinders are tested to the equivalent of 10 years
use, with 15 changes per day, 365 days per year. The
coupler is fatigue tested over a course of extreme
digging loads for over 100,000 cycles before being
signed off. We have also been field testing the new
products with clients for over 6mths and we are

extremely happy with how they have performed.”

S

tephen told us about recent investments in their
impressive bucket production facility “As you
know we also manufacture and repair buckets
here in the North East of England and we have invested
substantially in the facility here adding a brand new
machine shop, new LED lighting throughout, five
robotic welding machines, a CNC rolling machine,
CNC Press Break and additional plasma cutting
machine. Manipulators have also been fitted to some
workstations to give more capacity to the operators
and free up crane use for less downtime. Three of our
new robots each have a 2 tonne capacity table and
can weld anything up to a 20 tonne shell, our forth is a
tandem fed robot allowing it to weld two items at the
same time. We’ve invested around £1m in robots alone
and in the first year using the robots we were able to
produce 4,500 buckets. With the demand for our new
couplers we also expect bucket production to rise. With
this in mind we carry a huge amount of stock in buckets
and couplers and our aim for the UK market is for next
day delivery for clients who order before 2pm. We
also offer products painted to client’s specifications.
Off-Highway Truck Body Repair

W

hilst walking around the Miller HQ we
couldn’t help but notice a CAT 785 dump
truck body in for refurbishment. Special
Products & Repairs Manager Conor Thompson who
heads up this division told us more “We are happy to
offer all our UK clients this unique service of repair
and have a dedicated team who implement this.
On the body you see here we are fitting a new tail,
two new extended side boards for extra capacity, a
full internal reline, half a canopy, canopy deflectors,
main body deflectors, line bore, underside tail bolster
and a full repaint. We are taking around 10 tonne of
scrap steel off this one and replacing it with about 12
tonne of new steel to produce a fully upgraded and
enhanced product, the process taking around 8 weeks
in total. We have found this to be a very popular
service for our client base and will extend this further
over time.

